
Welcome to our ‘It’s Your Move’ digital resource pack, supporting 

Year 6 pupils as they prepare to move to secondary school.   

How to use these resources 

When you begin your new school, you are bound to face some CHANGES, 

CHALLENGES and CHOICES.  Our resources include three worksheets with these 

headings, each allowing you to work through some activities and have some time 

for thinking.  There are further reflective questions at the end.  

Each worksheet also contains a link to a short video exploring the life of Peter from 

the Bible and some of the CHANGES, CHALLENGES and CHOICES he had to face.  

You can also find these videos at www.bscwt.org/iym and on our YouTube Channel.  

Everyone at BSCWT would like to wish year 6 pupils a  

wonderful time as you move to your new school! 
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https://www.bscwt.org/iym
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMM4YgW283dpcMMCdSEiusw


Anagram answers: 1. Lunchtimes   2. Homework   3. More Teachers   4. Travel   5. Bigger Buildings   6. New Friends 

https://youtu.be/

QPqWwdHW4L4 

WANT TO  

KNOW MORE? 

Follow the YouTube link to 

learn about Peter in the 

Bible and the changes he 

faced in his life.  

Next Stop: 

What changes did Timothy experience?  How might he have felt? 

https://youtu.be/QPqWwdHW4L4
https://youtu.be/QPqWwdHW4L4


Can you do  

these challenges? 

like this! 

Next Stop: 

What challenges did Timothy face? 

Follow the link to find out 

more about Peter in the 

Bible and some of the 

challenges he faced.  

WANT TO  

KNOW MORE? 

https://youtu.be/ 

3yoMw95LLko 

https://youtu.be/3yoMw95LLko
https://youtu.be/3yoMw95LLko


Next Stop: 

What choices did Timothy have to make?  

Which were easy/hard or right/wrong? 

Follow the link to find out 

more about Peter in the 

Bible and some of the 

choices he faced.  

WANT TO  

KNOW MORE? 

https://youtu.be/

MhgbdxBlX8k 

https://youtu.be/MhgbdxBlX8k
https://youtu.be/MhgbdxBlX8k


 
3 things I’m looking forward to: 

 

1 

2 
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3 things I’m NOT looking 

forward to: 
 

1 

2 
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My Thoughts 

 3 challenges I might 

have to face: 
 

1 

2 
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 3 things I can DO to overcome 

these challenges: 
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1 thing I can do NOW to get ready for my new school:  

 

Think of a time you made a wrong choice: 
 

What did you do about it? 


